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Textures in shapes
Natural materials, pure lines and artisanal techniques.

Nestor & Rotsen combines a passion for art with craft 

and enthusiasm. The aim? To design and create 

inspiring objects & spaces that mirror the beauty of 

natural imperfection.

Thanks to a passionate love for organic shapes,

aesthetic artistry & handmade luxury. 

We are
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  Brothers Devi owner  (Nestor & Rotsen) 
& Denneb owner (Atelier Nest)

Owner Nestor & Rotsen  |  Art Director, Devi Vervaeke 

 Sales |  Production, 
Barbara Deriemaeker 

Designer | R&D manager
Jielt Gregoire

The natural beauty
of organic shapes

  Technical Designer  
    Matthijs Delbaere 

 Coordination  |  Sales 
Virze Stallaert 

The story of Nestor & Rotsen began with Devi 
Vervaeke, whose passion for material 
development ignited during his formative years. 
Growing up as the children of an painter and the 
grandchildren of a skilled furniture craftsman, 
Devi and his brother Denneb were immersed in a 
world of creativity from a young age. Despite 
pursuing different educational paths — Devi as a 
contemporary classical pianist and composer, 
and Denneb as a graphic designer — their 
shared love for materials brought them together 
after completing their studies. In their quest to 
explore their artistic roots, the brothers 
embarked on a journey of material 
experimentation. Denneb nurtured the growth of 
their patina workshop, while Devi began 
sculpting with various materials. It wasn't long 
before he discovered the captivating allure of 
ceramics, inspired by the textures, colors, 
shapes, and organic erosions found in nature. 
This revelation sparked a vision that soon 
blossomed into an extraordinary collection, 
unlike anything seen before — Nestor & Rotsen.

Since those early days, Nestor & Rotsen has 
evolved into a renowned design studio
worldwide and a thriving workshop where their 
unique creations come to life,  together with 
their strong creative team.
The world has taken notice, and their 
captivating designs have garnered global 
acclaim.

Today, Nestor & Rotsen stands as a testament 
to the harmonious marriage of natural materials 
and innovative techniques. Their exclusive 
objects embody organic forms and celebrate 
the beauty of imperfections, paying homage to 
the perfect balance found in nature's artistry.
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“Nothing is more 
perfect than 
natural imperfects  
geometric shapes”

Owner N&R  Devi Vervaeke 



‘SHELBY’
Discover our new pearl

on page  82



Models

 Dinner & coffee
 Tables
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Landskap Classic
Landskap Slim
Landskap U
Landskap L (thick top)
Scena Round
Scena N



The Landskap dining table is a stunning 
piece that blends colorful tints and authentic 
craftsmanship, creating a beautiful puzzle of 
reflections. The harmonious geometric lines 
create a striking rectangular appearance that 
generates an unparalleled dynamic. The 
reflection of the landscape patterns creates 
an ever-changing display,making it a true 
work of art.

Landskap
Tables

The table is handcrafted from fire-wrought 
iron, making it both durable and timeless. Its 
beauty is ready to be discovered in any 
countryside setting, adding a touch of 
sophistication and elegance to any dining 
room. Choose the Landskap dining table for 
a one-of-a-kind statement piece that 
celebrates both form and function.



 Landskap
 Tables

8

Classic
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Landskap
Tables
White tones
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Landskap
Tables
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Landskap
Tables
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Landskap
Tables

“Slim” base / copper feed
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 Landskap
 tables

Airbrushed Base & polished copper Leg-Tips

Special edition
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Introducing our impressive Landskap Table U.
This beautiful table is perfect for both indoor and 
outdoor use, thanks to its galvanized base. The ceramic 
top with its distinctive N&R pattern is a stunning 
eye-catcher that will make a bold statement in any 
setting. Plus, with endless color options available, you 
can choose the perfect look to match your decor.

But the Landskap Table isn't just beautiful – it's also 
built to last. The sturdy metal construction, supported 
by two vertical columns, ensures real stability and 
comfortable use. And because it's designed to 
withstand all kinds of weather, you can enjoy your 
Landskap Table year-round, without worrying about 
damage.

So whether you're looking for a stylish addition to your 
home or a durable outdoor table for your patio, the 
Landskap Table has you covered. 

Landskap
Tables

“U” base
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Landskap
 Tables



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

1919

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

 Prices on request L. 205  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 220  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 250  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 260  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 290  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 300  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 315  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 330  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 360  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 400  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Polished copper 

Ceramic Table top

Metal base

*Slim Copper Leg-Tips

Landskap Tables
Prices 2024

                  
A

B

C

D   

E. By: N&R Designer Jielt Gregoire

Classic

Slim

U

Base U

Table top E.

+ 10%

+ 15%
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4cm
to
10cm

Tile header

Landskap
Tables

Introducing the Landskap Table L - the latest addition 
to our collection. This table features a thicker ceramic 
tabletop compared to our traditional Landskap Table. 
Handcrafted to a thickness of 4cm to 10cm, it has a 
more durable and robust appearance. Additionally, 
upon request, the height of the edge of the ceramic 
surface can be increased for added functionality and 
style. Choose the Landskap Table L for a statement 
piece that seamlessly blends form and function.

L (thick top)
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Landsakp L
Tables

Sea Foam Tones
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RIVER 
TONES

26
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Landsakp L
Tables
River Tones  
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Landsakp L
Tables
River Tones
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Landsakp L
Tables
River Tones  



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

3030

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Landskap L Tables
Prices 2024

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Polished copper 

L. 205  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 220  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 250  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 260  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 290  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 300  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 315  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 330  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 360  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

L. 400  |  W. 100  |  H. 75

Ceramic Table top

Metal base

*Slim Copper Leg-Tips

Base U

Table top E.

+ 10%

+ 15% 

A

B

C

D   

E. By: N&R Designer Jielt Gregoire

Classic

Slim

U

 Prices on request 



We are shapes in 
Landscapes



Its rhythmic patterns give the Scena table a strong but quiet 
elegance. Influenced by mathematical models and especially the 
beauty of craftsmanship by hand and imperfection, it results in a 
colourful and changing display that is never dull or simple. The 
wilful colour palette and unique ceramic shapes are as indefinable 
and contradictory as a nature scenes.

32

Scena
Tables

Classic 1. Base
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Scena
Tables

Classic 2. Base
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Scena
Tables

The 'Scena ‘N' is a combination of the Landskap and 
the Franklin Tables. The base of this table is made from 
our Neststone finish and seamlessly transitions into the 
ceramic top. The typical N&R pattern in this table 
consists of large handmade ceramic surfaces. The size, 
colors, and patterns of the table can be fully 
customized to your preferences.

by N&R designer Jielt Gregoire 

.

“N” base
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Scena  
                      Tables                                      

Franklin base



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

3636

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Scena Tables
Prices 2024

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

*3, 35 colors available

Ø.125   |  H. 75

Ø.150   |  H. 75

Ø 175   |  H. 75

Ø.200   |   H. 75

Ø.225   |   H. 75

Ø.250   |   H. 75

Ø.275   |   H. 75

Ceramic Table top

Metal base

*N & Franklin Neststone base

lime-marble plaster

A

B. By N&R Designer Jielt Gregoire   

1

2

N

Franklin

Neststone base + 10%

 Prices on request 
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Ceramic
Coffee Tables
Models
Lamina
Floss
Landskap



Introducing Lamina, a stunning three-part coffee table 
set that seamlessly blends style and functionality. The 
unique design, inspired by the natural movements and 
behaviors of animals, is sure to make a bold statement 
in any living space. The organic patterns etched into 
the ceramic surfaces give the tables a playful and 
charming character. The set is available in a variety of 
colors, allowing for endless customization to suit any 
decor. And, for added convenience, the tables can also 
be purchased individually.
Designed By: Studio Daskal Laperre and Nestor & Rotsen 

Introducing Lamina, a stunning three-part coffee table set that 
seamlessly blends style and functionality. The unique design, inspired by 
the natural movements and behaviors of animals, is sure to make a bold 
statement in any living space. The organic patterns etched into the 
ceramic surfaces give the tables a playful and charming character. The 
set is available in a variety of colors, allowing for endless customization 
to suit any decor. And, for added convenience, the tables can also be 
purchased individually. 

38

Lamina
Tables
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Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

4040

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Lamina
Prices 2024

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

1. L. 73   | W. 41 | H. 35 - 75

2. L. 90   | W. 56 | H. 35 - 75

3. L. 112 | W. 67 | H. 35 - 75

Ceramic Table top

Metal base

A 1

2

3

B.

 Prices on request 



Discover our sample
webshop

www.nestor-rotsen/shop
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     Project
in the spotlight
Hugh ceramic surfaces (86cm/H)

Color ceramic: BR01340



Introduce a touch of bold, artistic flair to your living 
space with the Floss coffee table. The table's striking 
design is created through a seemingly uncontrolled 
projection of vibrant colors, making it a true statement 
piece. Despite its bold appearance, The Floss table is 
also incredibly functional and practical, featuring 
spacious drawers that open smoothly along both sides. 

Introduce a touch of bold, artistic flair to your living space with the 

Floss coffee table. The table's striking design is created through a 
seemingly uncontrolled projection of vibrant colors, making it a 
true statement piece. Despite its bold appearance, The Floss table 
is also incredibly functional and practical, featuring spacious 
drawers that open smoothly along both sides. 

43

Floss
Coffee table
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Floss
Coffee table

The table/cabinet is made from a selection of 
handmade ceramic pieces, ensuring that each one is 
truly unique. The Floss coffee table is also available as 
a hanging or standing sideboard element, providing 
even more versatility for your home decor. Add a touch 
of elegance and stubbornness to your home with the 
Floss coffee table.
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Owner Devi Vervaeke N&R &
filmmaker Manu / Geronimo

Floss
Coffee table
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Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Floss Coffee Table
Prices 2024

L. 100  | B. 50 |  H. 35
2  drawers 
L. 200 | B. 50  |  H. 35
4 drawers 
L. 100  | B. 100  |  H. 35
4 drawers 
L. 200  | B. 100  |  H. 35
8 drawers 

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Drawers

 Prices on request 



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

4848

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 
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Landskap
Coffee table



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

5050

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

L. 100  |  W. 60  |  H. 30-40

L. 125  |  W. 60  |  H. 30-40

L. 150  |  W. 60  |  H. 30-40

L. 175  |  W. 60  |  H. 30-40

L. 200  |  W. 60  |  H. 30-40

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

*2 Polished copper 

Ceramic Table top

Metal base

*2 Copper Leg-Tips

   Landskap Coffee
Prices 2024

1

2

L. 100  |  W.100  |  H.  30-40

L. 125  |  W.100  |  H. 30-40

L. 150  |  W.100  |  H. 30-40

L. 175  |  W.100  |  H. 30-40

L. 200  |  W 100  |  H. 30-40

Table top E. + 15%

A

B

C

D   

E. By: N&R Designer Jielt Gregoire

 Prices on request 
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Gatsby
Tables
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Gatsby
Tables

Nestor & Rosten is inspired by natural landscapes of all 
types. The Gatsby Tables are inspired by the perfect 
geometric crop circles, often complex but perfectly 
geometric patterns, at the same time these tables have 
a 1920s feel, the art deco period. The mirror effect in 
the pattern of the tables is so refined that there is a 
blissful calm radiating from it despite its striking 
appearance. Just like the other Nestor & Rosten tables, 
a personalized base can also be
designed for the Gatsby Table.

by N&R designer Jielt Gregoire 
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Gatsby
Tables
by N&R designer Jielt Gregoire 



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

5454

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Price on request

Price on request

L. 380  |  W. 140  |  H. 75

36 colors available

A. B. C. Black powdercoated

D. Patina

E. 35 colors available

Ceramic Table top

A. B. C. Metal base

D. Brass base

E. Neststone base
(lime-marble plaster)

 Gatsby Tables
Prices 2024

A

B

C

D   

E.

1

2

L. 300  |  W. 100  |  H. 75
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Swirl
Side Tables

A thin carbon fiber loop holds a heavy ceramic tabletop 
and creates a surrealistic touch. The loop projected 
onto the top surface is used as an inspiration for the 
parting lines of the ceramic tile pattern. Designed by 
N&R designer Jielt Gregoire. Rich and colorful N&R 
ceramic glazings were used to touch-up these objects.

Designed By: N&R designer Jielt Gregoire



Swirl
Side Tables
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Designed By: N&R designer Jielt Gregoire



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

5757

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Swirl
Prices 2024

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Black powdercoated

1. Ø. 98   | H. 25

Ø. 58   | H. 45

Ø. 35   | H. 58

2. Ø. 98   | H. 25

Ø. 58   | H. 45

Ø. 35   | H. 58

Ceramic Table top

1. Glasfiber base

2. Metal base

A 1

2

 Prices on request 
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Detail
Metal patina

Ref.M27
by N&R
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Tables
Neststone
Models
Franklin  Cambier
Franklin Camber Organic
Franklin Sprida
Franklin Sprida Organic



Franklin is an impressive piece thanks to its slender base that seamlessly 
merges with its imposing table top. The oval table is manually finished as 
an altar-like sculpture, characterised by its minimalist simplicity. Soothing 
materials based on marble powder, lime and earth pigments create a soft, 
glossy finish. 18 standard colors and custom sizes: the possibilities are 
endless!

60

Franklin
Tables

Franklin is an impressive piece thanks to its slender 
base that seamlessly merges with its imposing table 
top. The oval table is manually finished as an altar-like 
sculpture, characterised by its minimalist simplicity. 
Soothing materials based on marble powder, lime and 
earth pigments create a soft, glossy finish. 18 standard 
colors and custom sizes: the possibilities are endless!
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Franklin
Tables

The oval table is manually finished as an altar-like 
sculpture, characterised by its minimalist simplicity.

Camber oval
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Franklin
Tables

Camber oval
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Camber organic

Franklin
Tables



‘More than being just a table, Franklin 
takes you on a journey with those you 
love’

Franklin
organic
 2022
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Fraklin



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

6969

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Tabletop & base /

Handmade natural Neststone

18 colors

Custom colors and sizes on request

1

2

A / oval or B / organic

L. 200 - 220 | W. 90 - 150  | H.75

L. 230 - 250 | W. 90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 260 - 280 | W. 90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 290 - 310 | W .90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 320 - 340 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 350 - 370 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 380 - 400 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 420 - 460 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 470 - 490 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

A Oval

B Organic

Franklin Camber
Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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Sprida Oval

Franklin
Tables
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Sprida Oval

Franklin
Tables

Franklin
Tables
Sprida Oval
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Sprida Organic

Franklin
Tables
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Sprida Oval

Franklin
Tables

Franklin 
Tables

Sprida Organic



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

7676

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Franklin Sprida
Prices 2024

Tabletop & base /

Handmade natural Neststone

18 colors

Custom colors and sizes on request

A / oval or B / organic

L. 200 - 220 | W. 90 - 150  | H.75

L. 230 - 250 | W. 90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 260 - 280 | W. 90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 290 - 310 | W .90 - 150 | H. 75

L. 320 - 340 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 350 - 370 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 380 - 400 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 420 - 460 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

L. 470 - 490 | W.100 - 160 | H. 75

1A Oval

B Organic

 Prices on request 
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Round Bomb

Franklin
Tables
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Franklin
Tables

Round
Left bomb, Right organic



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

7979

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Tabletop & base /

Handmade natural Neststone

18 colors

Custom colors and sizes on request

Organic

Bomb

Franklin Round
Prices 2024

Organic  or  Round 

 Ø.. 80     |  H. 75

 Ø.. 110   | H. 75

 Ø.  130   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 150   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 160   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 170   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 180   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 190   |  H. 75

 Ø.. 200   |  H. 75

Round

A Oval

B Organic

 Prices on request 
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Cabinets
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Cabinets
Ceramic
Models
Shelby Limited Edition
Linea
Linea Floor
Grid 
Grid TV
Londen



Shelby
Introducing the 'Shelby' – where exceptional design and masterful 
craftsmanship converge, a true masterpiece brought to life by Nestor 
& Rosten. Paying homage to the renowned and influential vintage 
and race car designer Caroll Shelby, this extraordinary creation 
embodies power, sophistication, and timeless beauty.

Prepare to be captivated by the 'Shelby' cabinet, a harmonious blend 
of bold presence and graceful curves. Its meticulously handcrafted 
ceramic surfaces are a testament to artistry and ingenuity, pushing 
the boundaries of what is possible. The imposing feet, crafted from a 
single piece of ceramic, exude opulence, available in your choice of 
luxurious gold or striking copper.

Every detail has been carefully considered, leaving no aspect to 
chance. The 'Shelby' cabinet is enveloped entirely in ceramic, 
including its bottom and back, allowing it to take center stage in any 
space. Step inside, and you'll discover a meticulously finished interior 
adorned with lustrous brass accents, though options of copper or 
veneer are also available, tailored to your preferences.

Versatility meets elegance, as the 'Shelby' comes in a range of sizes 
to suit your specific needs. The possibilities for personalization are 
endless, with a myriad of glazed colors to choose from. Whether it 
graces your living room, study, or gallery, the 'Shelby' commands 
attention and embodies the essence of refined luxury.

Experience the pinnacle of design excellence with the 'Shelby' – a 
testament to Nestor & Rosten's unwavering commitment to creating 
exceptional pieces that redefine the boundaries of art and 
functionality. Elevate your space with the 'Shelby' and indulge in a 
symphony of beauty and craftsmanship that will leave admirers in 
awe.

82 Designed by N&R Owner Devi Vervaeke 



                            



Shelby
Cabinet
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Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

8585

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Shelby
Cabinet

L. 70   | B. 51  |  H. 90
1 door
L. 125 | B. 51  |  H. 90
2 doors
L. 180 | B. 51  |  H.90
3 doors
L. 235 | B. 51  |  H. 90
4 doors
L. 290  | B. 51 |  H. 90
5 doors
L. 345  | B. 51 |  H. 90
6 doors
L. 395  | B. 51 |  H. 90
7 doors
L. 450  | B. 51 |  H. 90
8 doors
L. 505  | B. 51 |  H. 90
9 doors

105

150

180

235

450

395

345

290

 Prices on request 



Shelby
Hanging Cabinet

86



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

8787

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Shelby Hanging  
Cabinet

L. 70   | B. 40  |  H. 50
1 door
L. 125 | B. 40  |  H. 50
2 doors
L. 180 | B. 40  |  H.50
3 doors
L. 235 | B. 40  |  H. 50
4 doors
L. 290  | B. 40 |  H. 50
5 doors
L. 345  | B. 40 |  H. 50
6 doors
L. 395  | B. 40 |  H. 50
7 doors
L. 450  | B. 40 |  H. 50
8 doors
L. 505  | B. 40 |  H. 50
9 doors

70 450

125

180

235

395

345

395290

 Prices on request 



Shelby
Floor

88



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

8989

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

Shelby Hanging  
Cabinet

L. 70   | B. 40  |  H. 60
1 door
L. 125 | B. 40  |  H. 60
2 doors
L. 180 | B. 40  |  H.60
3 doors
L. 235 | B. 40  |  H. 60
4 doors
L. 290  | B. 40 |  H. 60
5 doors
L. 345  | B. 40 |  H. 60
6 doors
L. 395  | B. 40 |  H. 60
7 doors
L. 450  | B. 40 |  H. 60
8 doors
L. 505  | B. 40 |  H. 60
9 doors

70 450

125

180

235

395

345

395290

 Prices on request 
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Shelby
Dinner table

92



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

9393

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

L. 105  | B. 95    |  H. 75

L. 150  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 205  | B. 105  |  H.75

L. 260  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 305  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 360  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 415  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 470  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 525  | B. 105  |  H. 75

L. 580  | B. 105  |  H. 75

Shelby
Dinner Table

105

150

205

260

305

580

525

470

415

360

 Prices on request 



Shelby
Coffee Table

Introducing the 'Shelby Coffee Table' – a captivating blend of 
form and function. Inspired by the iconic design of its larger 
counterpart, the 'Shelby Dinner Table,' this coffee table brings a 
touch of artistry to your living space. Meticulously handcrafted 
ceramic surfaces meet sleek modern lines, creating a 
conversation piece that's as functional as it is elegant. Elevate 
your lounge area with the timeless sophistication of the 'Shelby 
Coffee Table' from Nestor & Rotsen.

94

Designed by N&R Owner Devi Vervaeke 



Shelby
Coffee Table
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Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

9696

Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

L. 105  | B. 95    |  H. 35

L. 150  | B. 105  |  H. 35

L. 205  | B. 105  |  H. 35

L. 260  | B. 105  |  H. 35

L. 305  | B. 105  |  H. 35

Shelby
Coffee Table

105

150

205

260

305

 Prices on request 
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Linea

hanging cabinet
A seemingly uncontrolled projection of colours. The 
Linea cabinet proves that stubbornness can go hand in 
hand with elegance. A selection of handmade ceramic 
pieces form an unexpected unity whereby design is 
united with functionality. The intense colours hide 
spacious drawers that open softly along both lengths. 
Linea  is also available as a standing 
sideboard-element.
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Linea

Special edition
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Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

L. 150 | B. 36 |  H. 34
2  drawers 
L. 225 | B. 36 |  H. 34
3 drawers 
L. 300 |  B. 36 |  H. 34
4 drawers 
L. 375 |  B. 36 |  H. 34
5 drawers 
L. 450 | B. 36 |  H. 34
6 drawers 
L. 525 | . 50 |  H. 40
7 drawers 
L. 600 | . 50 |  H. 40
8 drawers 

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Linea 1
Prices 2024

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

 Prices on request 



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Linea 2
Prices 2024

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

L. 150 | B. 50 |  H. 40
2  drawers 
L. 225 | B. 50 |  H. 40
3 drawers 
L. 300 | B. 50 |  H. 40
4 drawers 
L. 375 | B. 50 |  H. 40
5 drawers 
L. 450 | B. 50 |  H. 40
6 drawers 
L. 525 | B. 50 |  H. 40
7 drawers 
L. 600 | . 50 |  H. 40
8 drawers 

 Prices on request 
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Detail
Metal patina

Detail metal patina ref.M67
By N&R
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Floor

Linea 
Floor

Barren, colorful and unpredictable. The surprising line 
play and natural shine of ceramics make the ‘Linea 
Floor’ a sideboard without previous. The invisible base 
in high-grade wood is finished with a multitude of 
geometric shapes and color shades. Apparent 
imperfections emphasize the craft ceramics and show 
the hand of the maker. The handleless cabinet opens 
its secrets with a finger tip. Grid combines artisan 
mastery with advanced comfort in a timeless 
eye-catcher.
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Linea
Floor



110110
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Linea
Floor



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

L. 150 | B. 36 |  H. 40
2  drawers 
L. 225 | B. 36 |  H. 40
3 drawers 
L. 300 | B. 36 |  H. 40
4 drawers 
L. 375 | B. 36 |  H. 40
5 drawers 
L. 450 | B. 36 |  H. 40
6 drawers 
L. 525 | B. 36 |  H. 40
7 drawers 
L. 600 | B. 36 |  H. 40
8 drawers 

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Linea Floor Low
Prices 2024

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

 Prices on request 



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Linea Floor High
Prices 2024

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

L. 150 | B. 50 |  H. 46
2  drawers 
L. 225 | B. 50 |  H. 46
3 drawers 
L. 300 | B. 50 |  H. 46
4 drawers 
L. 375 | B. 50 |  H. 46
5 drawers 
L. 450 | B. 50 |  H. 46
6 drawers 
L. 525 | B. 50 |  H. 46
7 drawers 
L.600 | B. 50 |  H. 46
8 drawers 

 Prices on request 
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Linea
Nightstands
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Linea
Nightstands
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Linea
Nightstands



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

L. 70 | B. 50 |  H.64

L. 80 | B. 50 |  H. 56

Ceramic shell

Standard: Laminate black

Oak veneer base + 10%

Linea Nightstands

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell
Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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Fiery  

       Cabinet 

Barren, colorful and unpredictable. The surprising line 
play and natural shine of ceramics make the ‘Linea 
Floor’ a sideboard without previous. The invisible base 
in high-grade wood is finished with a multitude of 
geometric shapes and color shades. Apparent 
imperfections emphasize the craft ceramics and show 
the hand of the maker. The handleless cabinet opens 
its secrets with a finger tip. Grid combines artisan 
mastery with advanced comfort in a timeless 
eye-catcher.
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   Fiery 
Cabinet
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    Fiery 
Cabinet



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

Fiery
                 Cabinet 

L. 150 | B. 50  H. 89
3  drawers / 3 doors
L. 200 | B. 50  |  H. 89
4 drawers / 4 doors
L. 250 | B. 50  |  H. 89
5 drawers / 5 doors
L. 300  | B. 50 |  H. 89
6 drawers / 6 doors
L. 350  | B. 50 |  H. 89
7 drawers / 7 doors
L. 400  | B. 50 |  H. 89
8 drawers / 8 doors
L. 450  | B. 50 |  H. 89
9 drawers / 9 doors

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

Prices 2024

 Prices on request 



Barren, colorful and unpredictable. The surprising line play and 
natural shine of ceramics make Grid a sideboard without previous. 
The invisible base in high-grade wood is finished with a multitude 
of geometric shapes and color shades. Apparent imperfections 
emphasize the craft ceramics and show the hand of the maker. 
The handleless cabinet opens its secrets with a finger tip. Grid 
combines artisan mastery with advanced comfort in a timeless 
eye-catcher.
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Grid

Dressoir
Barren, colorful and unpredictable. The surprising line 
play and natural shine of ceramics make Grid a 
sideboard without previous. The invisible base in 
high-grade wood is finished with a multitude of 
geometric shapes and color shades. Apparent 
imperfections emphasize the craft ceramics and show 
the hand of the maker. The handleless cabinet opens 
its secrets with a finger tip. Grid combines artisan 
mastery with advanced comfort in a timeless 
eye-catcher.
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Grid
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Grid
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Grid
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Grid
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Grid



Grid

The handleless cabinet opens its secrets with a finger 
tip. Grid combines artisan mastery with advanced 

comfort in a timeless eye-catcher.
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Grid

129



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

Grid

L. 150 | B. 50  H. 89
3  drawers / 3 doors
L. 200 | B. 50  |  H. 89
4 drawers / 4 doors
L. 250 | B. 50  |  H. 89
5 drawers / 5 doors
L. 300  | B. 50 |  H. 89
6 drawers / 6 doors
L. 350  | B. 50 |  H. 89
7 drawers / 7 doors
L. 400  | B. 50 |  H. 89
8 drawers / 8 doors
L. 450  | B. 50 |  H. 89
9 drawers / 9 doors

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell
Prices 2024

 Prices on request 



Introducing the Grid TV Cabinet - the ultimate blend of 
functionality and style. Equipped with an advanced 
automatic slide-out barge system, the TV arm can 
rotate 180 degrees for ultimate viewing flexibility. With 
just a simple push of the TV control tray, the TV 
automatically slides in and out with ease.

The Grid is completely lined with ceramic surfaces, 
offering a stunning view from every angle. Its versatile 
design allows it to be placed in the center of any living 
space, making it the focal point of any room.

Customizable to your needs, the Grid TV Cabinet is 
available in sizes ranging from 200 cm to 450 cm and 
can be tailored to your desired height, depth, color, and 
texture. Upgrade your entertainment experience with 
the Grid TV Cabinet.

Grid

TV cabinet

131
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Grid

TV cabinet
Discover the Grid TV Cabinet Video
www.nestor-rotsen.eu



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

Grid TV Cabinet
Prices 2024

L. 150  |  B. 50  |  H. 95
3  drawers / 3 doors
L. 200  | B. 50  |  H. 95
4 drawers / 4 doors
L. 250  | B. 50  |  H. 95
5 drawers / 5 doors
L. 300  | B. 50  |  H. 95
6 drawers / 6 doors
L. 350  | B. 50  |  H. 95
7 drawers / 7 doors
L. 400  | B. 50  |  H. 95
8 drawers / 8 doors
L. 450  | B. 50  |  H. 95
9 drawers / 9 doors

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell

 Prices on request 



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

L. 150 | B. 50  H. 89
3  drawers / 3 doors
L. 200 | B. 50  |  H. 89
4 drawers / 4 doors
L. 250 | B. 50  |  H. 89
5 drawers / 5 doors
L. 300  | B. 50 |  H. 89
6 drawers / 6 doors
L. 350  | B. 50 |  H. 89
7 drawers / 7 doors
L. 400  | B. 50 |  H. 89
8 drawers / 8 doors
L. 450  | B. 50 |  H. 89
9 drawers / 9 doors

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

Shell Fiery TV Cabinet
Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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London
Cabinet

With invisible drawers
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London
Cabinet



Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Material
custom materials on request

Colors
custom finishes on request

  

Table top Base

Supplements 

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

L. 150 |  B. 50  |  H. 89
6 drawers
L. 200 |  B. 50  |  H. 89
9 drawers
L. 250 |  B. 50  |  H. 89
12 drawers
L. 300  | B. 50  |  H. 89
15 drawers
L. 350  | B. 50  |  H. 89
18 drawers
L. 400  | B. 50  |  H. 89
21 drawers
L. 450  | B. 50  |  H. 89
24 drawers

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

Shell London Cabinet
Prices 2024

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

 Prices on request 



Discover our
metal patina

https://www.nestor-rotsen.eu/
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Londen
Cabinet

With metal patinas
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Slayd
boxes

Slayd Boxes can be used as a stand-alone functional 
items. On the outside, the box gets a finish in ceramics, 
while the inside is - to choice - finished with veneer of 
Melamine, available with a push-to-open or hinged 
door
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Slayd
boxes

We do complete cabinet concepts with the Slayd 
boxes integrated. Ask for a personalized design.







Slayd
boxes

Work in progress
Designed By: N&R designer Jielt Gregoire



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

36 colors availableCeramic shell

Laminate black 

Oak veneer base + 10%

36 colors available

Natural or dark oiled

1: L. 34 | W. 34 | H. 34

2: L. 60 | W. 34 | H. 34

3: L. 56 | W. 34 | H. 34

Ceramic shell

Laminate black base

Oak veneer base + 10%

Slayd Boxen

Base

Oak natural Oak fumée Laminate 
black

1B Stand-alone Slim1A Stand-alone Slim

Shell

2B Stand-alone Wide2A Stand-alone Wide A

3B Built-in Wide3A Built-in Wide A

Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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Materialize
Natural materials, pure lines and artisanal techniques. Nestor & 
Rotsen combines a passion for art with craft and enthusiasm. The 
aim? To design and create inspiring objects & spaces that mirror the 
beauty of natural imperfection. Thanks to a passionate love for 
organic shapes, aesthetic artistry and hand-made luxury.
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Wash basin 

Are you looking for a wash basin that is more than just a 
regular washbasin? Look no further than N&R for 
personalized models, featuring the typical N&R 
signature, functional, durable, and with endless 
matching accessories. N&R provides a true 
eye-catcher for your bathroom. Send us your 
dimensions and preferences and we will work it out for 
you!
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Wash basin
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Lightobjects
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Lightobjects
Ceramic
Models
Plato
Planet
Eclipse Wall
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Platos

Introducing the Plato & Planet - a dynamic and 
versatile piece that adds both style and function to any 
space. With its imperfect curving and playful design, it 
can be used as a mood maker or light source, adding a 
unique touch to any room. Each piece is handmade in 
ceramic, making it one-of-a-kind. With 36 possible 
shades to choose from, the options and combinations 
are almost endless. Available in various diameters 
ranging from 20 to 90 centimeters, the Plato & Planet is 
perfect for any space, small or large. Add a touch of 
personality to your home with the Plato & Planet.
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Platos



Airbrushed Base & polished copper 
Leg-Tips

Customised
sculptures



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

Platos
Prices 2024

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

             Ø. 20

Ø. 30

Ø. 35

Ø. 40

Ø. 45

Ø. 50

Ø. 55

Ø. 60

Ø. 70

Ø. 80

Ø. 90

Ø. 100

Ceramic disk

Metal base/ suspension 

SuspensionLight source
combinations possible

LED + 5%

2.Philips bub

3.Bulb  

Cable suspension 1.LED

 Prices on request 
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Planet
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Planet

The Planet, which can be extended to ten floors, is a 
beautiful combination of ingenious technique and 
craftsmanship. Each ceramic dish is fitted with LED 
light at the top, which intensely illuminates the ceramic 
and provides both spatial and conceptual light. At the 
bottom there is a special custom made lamp that 
blends nicely with the design as a whole. The planet is 
offered from 2 to 10 discs or even more on request.
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Planet
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10 Planet

Endless possibilities
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Planet
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Planet
 2023



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

Planet

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Ceramic disk

Metal base/ suspension 

SuspensionLight source
combinations possible

Tube suspension 

2.Philips bub

3.Bulb  

1.LED Cable suspension 

Prices 2024

             Ø. 20

Ø. 30

Ø. 35

Ø. 40

Ø. 45

Ø. 50

Ø. 55

Ø. 60

Ø. 70

Ø. 80

Ø. 90

Ø. 100

 Prices on request 
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Kosmo

The domes developed by Nestor & Rotsen  are truly 
impressive pearls. On the one hand, domes were made 
in solid ceramics, a technological tour de force with a 
very rich natural look, the 'Kosmo' was born.
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Kosmo



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

Kosmo

12 colors available

Kosmo 

1. Ø. 80

2. Ø. 110

Ceramic 

Light source
combinations possible

2.Bulb  

1.LED

Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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Lightobjects 
Neststone
Models
Colin
Collin L
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Collin L

The 'Collin' & 'Collin D' are light sculptures made of 
'Neststone' (natural plaster), which were developed in 
the N&R workshop. The Collin's have a very calm 
natural look, the eroded effect reflecting the erosion of 
rocks, from which N&R draws much inspiration. 
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Collin
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Collin
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Collin
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Collin D

Bulb + LED
The 'Collin D' is a light sculpture made of 'Neststone' 
(natural plaster), which is developed in the N&R 
workshop. The ‘Collin D’ consists of a double wall with 
LED light behind and bulb.  The ‘Collin D’ has a very 
calm natural look, the eroded effect reflecting the 
erosion of rocks, from which N&R draws much 
inspiration. 
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Collin D



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

Collin & D

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Collin D

1. Ø. 80

Ø. 120

Ø. 150

Collin 

2. Ø. 80

Ø. 120

Ø. 150

Ceramic disk

Metal base/ suspension 

Light source
combinations possible

2.Bulb  

1.LED

Prices 2024

 Prices on request 



We don’t follow
straight lines
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Eclips
Wall lamp

Bulb
A dynamic game of imperfect curving and playfully 
winking, As a mood maker or as a light source, Plato, 
Planet & Eclipse has multiple uses and eye-catching 
design. Handmade in ceramic, nothing is standard 
about it. For example, its 36 possible shades that 
ensure an almost inexhaustible range of opportunities 
and combinations. Plato, Planet & Eclipse is available in 
various diameters ranging from 20 to 80 centimetres 
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Eclips
Wall lamp
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Eclips
Wall lamp
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Eclips
Wall lamp
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Eclips



  

Size in cm
custom dimensions on request

Material
custom materials on request

Price excl. VAT
excl. transport 
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Colors
custom finishes on request

Supplements 

Eclipse

36 colors available

Black powdercoated

Ceramic disk

Metal base/ suspension 

Position

Recessed 

Fixt

Extended

             Ø. 20

Ø. 30

Ø. 35

Ø. 40

Ø. 45

Ø. 50

Ø. 55

Ø. 60

Ø. 70

Ø. 80

Ø. 90

Ø. 100

LED + 5%

Light source
combinations possible

2.Bulb  

1.LED

Prices 2024

 Prices on request 
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Airbrushed Base & polished 
copper Leg-Tips

Sculpture
in the spotlight

●

Discover 
the Kyma bath

www.nestor-rotsen.eu
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Ceramic
Wall 

Hugh Ceramic Surfaces
Fiery Wall

 Prices on request 
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Ceramic
Wall 

Hugh Ceramic Surfaces
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Ceramic
Wall 

Hugh Ceramic Surfaces
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Ceramic
Wall 

Landskap Wall

 Prices on request 
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Ceramic
Wall 

Gatsby Wall
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Ceramic
Wall 

Gatsby Wall

 Prices on request 
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Bar
alcove
Organic Shapes

 Prices on request 



                             

Types

Franklin Sprida Organic
Franklin  Cambier

Franklin Camber Organic
Franklin Sprida

Franklin Sprida Organic

192

Spaces
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TV & Fireplace 
cabinet
This functional object is a real eye-catcher and serves 
as a fireplace and TV cabinet that is centrally 
positioned between two spaces, the dining area and 
the reading corner & TV area. N&R has a penchant for 
extravagant and unexpected lines.  Geometric and 
organic patterns intersect in this cabinet in complete 
harmony. N&R studio is known for its exceptionally 
handmade ceramics, glass textures and feathered 
patinas, with pronounced subtle colour shades, in this 
cabinet they all come together. The coloured glass with 
a soft texture provides a view from one room to 
another, and behind the ceramic surfaces are hidden 
storage cupboards, combined with open niches. On the 
left the cosy warm fireplace, on the right the TV.
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196

We
Brainstorm

Design

Organize

Follow-up

Make

Finalize

Youenjoy
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Kitchen
project
In this stunning villa, we had the opportunity to design 
and create a completely new kitchen, with carte 
blanche from our client, we were able to unleash our 
creativity. We opted for a unique ceramic pattern, art 
deco inspired, colorful with a Mediterranean touch, 
forming the common thread throughout the kitchen 
concept. The backsplash mirrors the ceramic top of the 
island and is fitted with an integrated hood over the 
induction cooktop. The cabinets are finished with a 
natural jute technique that is slightly patinated and 
distressed. The bright brass accents and intricate 
detailing make this kitchen a truly unique and classy 
functional space.
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Kitchen
project
During the renovation of a historic mansion in the 
Belgian city of Ghent, a spacious top floor space was 
completely refurbished. The owner wanted to give the 
space a visibly unique twist and therefore opted for an 
N&R made-to-measure kitchen in a bold color palette. 
 
The handmade ceramic was combined with an interior 
finish in precious acacia wood and weathered copper 
elements that recur in the curb, sink and faucet. By 
using refractory ceramics, the cooking burners could 
be integrated directly into the kitchen countertop.
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In this beautiful new home, we created a kitchen 
concept where organic and geometric patterns and 
lines come together perfectly. The island top is made 
of large ceramic surfaces in deep blue and earth tones. 
The sink was also custom made by Studio N&R in 
brass. The organic pedestal is made of our ‘Neststone’ 
with brass plinth. The walls were finished in clay and 
the work tablet in our 'Gloss Neststone', so everything 
forms a subtle unique whole.

Kitchen
project
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Ref.C13

Detail
Metal patina

by N&R
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All facets of N&R come together in this Bruges villa. In 
this kitchen concept we have chosen on the cabinets 
for a soft texture technique made by old Jute from the 
farmers, combined with pronounced glaze shades, the 
work tablet was made in a personalized Terrazzo, a 
specific N&R mixture of gemstone granulates. The oval 
Franklin with the Plato light objects complete the 
kitchen concept, the cabinets are finished in fumed 
oak..

Kitchen
project
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Transforming authentic wood 
table into kitchen island
In this beautiful rural farmhouse near Sint Martens Latem, we transformed 
an old long table into a more functional piece without losing its authentic 
character. The built-in cupboards, dining surfaces, and integrated 
washbasin are all expertly crafted from our handmade ceramics and 
finished with soft earthy glazes

Kitchen
project
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In this exclusive project located in the famous 'Zoute' - 
'Knokke' town on the Belgian coast, we were given the 
opportunity to conceive and execute the entire 
concept, which allowed us to seamlessly integrate our 
Nestor & Rosten artisanal furniture collection into a 
decor that fully expresses our brand. The minimalist yet 
visually appealing kitchen concept, made of our 
handmade ceramics, serves as the functional focal 
point of the room. Our Franklin Table, with its organic 
undulations and natural aesthetic, provides a sense of 
tranquility. The Slayd boxes above the kitchen counter 
and the ceramic Plato lighting further enhance the 
overall N&R signature touch to the space."

Kitchen
project
Total renovation Knokke-Zoute
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Kitchen
project
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In the office house of the renowned Belgian architect 
Bernard Declerck, we were tasked with designing an 
artistic artisanal wall. The wall, which serves as the 
heart of this creative office, features geometrical 
handmade ceramic surfaces that are fully customized 
and arranged in a playful manner around the small 
central plane.
Inspired by nature, we have chosen an intense 
Mediterranean color palette that adds a vibrant and 
unique touch to the space. The result is a wall that not 
only adds visual interest but also reflects the creativity 
of the office and its inhabitants. Upgrade your office 
space with a N&R custom-made artisanal wall.

Kitchen
project
Kitchen & wall concept
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Shop
Counter
In this renowned Haute couture women's boutique 
'Grenelle', we were given the opportunity to design and 
craft the reception desk. Taking inspiration from our 
'Grid Cabinet', we incorporated our signature geometric 
N&R patterns which create a perfect harmony with the 
subtle bronze glazes. This impressive desk is over 5m 
long
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In the heart of Ghent, we had the opportunity to design 
and create an N&R kitchen concept in this beautiful 
penthouse. We chose a minimalist style with clean 
lines, emphasized by the geometric patterns of the 
custom-made ceramic countertop. The soft, bright 
blue glaze creates a peaceful oasis, combined with the 
dark veneer of the cabinet doors

Kitchen
project
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Bar
alcove

Our niches are there to be cherished, with our typical 
geometric patterns in beautiful glazed colours, we 
bring a real eye-catcher to your home. We accentuate 
the beauty by connecting different matching materials 
with each other, such as coloured transparent glass 
that serve as shelves. To illuminate the whole, we opt 
for an original illumination by allowing some ceramic 
surfaces to stand out with LED lighting on the back of 
the surface. The light lines provide an additional 
conceptual dimension and illuminate the entire niche.
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Restyling
We had the opportunity to restyle the kitchen in this 
beautiful authentic farmhouse, a complete 
metamorphosis. We reworked the existing kitchen 
cabinets with fresh green metal patinas, the walls are 
finished with our Neststone that has a light structure in 
soft apple-green, in contrast to the pronounced orange 
for the splashback, which forms a powerful artistic 
counterweight. 

Kitchen
project



Work in
progress
This functional object is a real eye-catcher and serves 
as a fireplace and TV cabinet that is centrally 
positioned between two spaces, the dining area and 
the reading corner & TV area. N&R has a penchant for 
extravagant and unexpected lines.  Geometric and 
organic patterns intersect in this cabinet in complete 
harmony. N&R studio is known for its exceptionally 
handmade ceramics, glass textures and feathered 
patinas, with pronounced subtle colour shades, in this 
cabinet they all come together. The coloured glass with 
a soft texture provides a view from one room to 
another, and behind the ceramic surfaces are hidden 
storage cupboards, combined with open niches. On the 
left the cosy warm fireplace, on the right the TV.
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Work in
progress
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Colors
ceramics

Custom colors
on request
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Metal
patinas

Custom patinas
on request
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Delivery
All countries
Express production: ex-works…days 
after confirmation

Payment conditions
All countries Payment in advance with 
proforma

Important 
Shape, texture and color variation are 
inherent characteristics of handcrafted 
pieces. The unique beauty of your N&R 
object is enhanced by such variation 
and cannot be a ground for complaint.

We cannot be held liable for any 
dicrepancies between the images and 
descriptions given and the actual 
product. Please be aware that colors 
may vary from those shown in this 
document.

Our General Terms are available on 
demand. 
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